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INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives an analysis of the connection between the prime ideals of 
a ring R and those of a normalizing extension S. 
We recall that S is called a (finite) normalizing extension of a subring R 
having the same identity element provided that S is finitely generated as an 
R-module by elements which normalize R; that is, S = Cy=, a,R with 
a,R = Ra, for each i. This is a unifying generalization of a number of 
examples which have been studied earlier. For example, it includes finite 
centralizing (or liberal) extensions, see [ 121, and also crossed products R * G 
with G a finite group, see [8]. 
The results proved here belong to the genre typified by the names “lying 
over, ” “incomparability,” etc. However, the situation we describe is a little 
more complicated. To start with, if Z is a prime ideal of S then Zn R need 
not be prime; but we show that Zn R is semiprime and that there is a set of 
n or fewer prime ideals P of R, each a minimal prime over Zn R, whose 
intersection is Zn R. We call these prime ideals P the primes of R which are 
linked to the prime ideal Z of S. 
“Lying over” becomes the statement that a given prime ideal P of R is in 
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fact a minimal prime over Z n R for some prime ideal Z of S, i.e., that P is 
linked to some prime Z of S. It is also shown, in Section 6, that a given P is 
linked to at most n different primes Z of S. Thus a sort of symmetry emerges: 
a given prime in one ring is linked to n (or fewer) primes in the other ring. 
A large portion of the paper is devoted to the proof of the “incom- 
parability” theorem, one form of which asserts that different prime ideals Z of 
S linked to a given prime ideal P of R must be mutually incomparable. An 
easy consequence is that if Z$.Z are ideals of S with I prime, then 
Z n R f J n R. There is a difficulty in proving “incomparability” caused by 
the presence of a type of torsion in S. The difficulty is overcome by effecting 
a reduction to a simpler “torsionfree” case. This latter case is handled 
separately in Section 4, and makes use of Montgomery’s notion of the 
normal closure of a prime ring. 
In the reduction process, we may assume that S is prime, and thus that R 
is semiprime with finitely many minimal prime ideals. For each minimal 
prime P of R we construct a new ring from S, R and P; and this is used in 
three ways. First, the new ring arising from P is a “torsionfree” normalizing 
extension of R/P-thus the reduction to the special case arises. Second, it is 
also related to S via a Morita context, and this enables us to deal with the 
primitive ideals, and the Jacobson radicals, of R and S. Finally, the new 
rings arising from the different minimal primes of R are all embedded in a 
larger ring where they resemble the diagonal blocks of a matrix ring. The 
larger ring is closely related to S, and is useful in obtaining connections 
between the prime ideals of R and of S, including the rough symmetry 
referred to above. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 1 consists of 
preliminary results on bimodules. Section 2 begins the analysis of 
normalizing extensions, per se, and contains some early and relatively easy 
results. Section 3 establishes the framework for attacking the incomparability 
problem, and Section 4 deals with incomparability in the special case. 
Section 5 finishes the incomparability problem, and uses Morita contexts to 
deal with primitivity and related matters. Section 6 constructs the “blocked” 
ring mentioned earlier, and uses it to estimate the cardinalities of sets of 
prime ideals which are linked in various ways. 
Some of the results described here have evolved from the work of Bit- 
David [2], and some were discovered, independently, by Lorenz [ 71. This is 
indicated herein. 
1. NORMALIZING BIMODULES 
In this section we will prove some bimodule-theoretic results which are 
needed later. Let /i and R be rings and M a (II, R) bimodule (,,M, for 
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short). Then by the rank of M we mean its uniform rank (or Goldie 
dimension), viz., the largest possible number of nonzero subbimodules of M 
whose sum is direct, or co if no bound exists. The rank of R is simply rank 
R R R’ 
Throughout this section R and A will be assumed to be semiprime; and 
jr(R) and F(A) denote the sets of (two-sided) ideals of R, or A, essential as 
ideals. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an ideal of R. 
(i) rt arm,(A) = It arm,(A) = ann A, say. 
(ii) ann A is the unique complement ideal of A in R. 
(iii) ann A is the intersection of the minimal prime ideals of R not 
containing A. 
(iv) A is essential as an ideal of R tf and only if ann A = 0. 
(v) rank R = t < co tf and only if R has a set oft d@ierent minimal 
primes with zero intersection. 
(vi) Ifrank R ( co then A is essential ifand only ifA is not contained 
in any minimal prime. 
Proof Straightforward and well known. [ 
DEFINITION 1.2. If ,,iMR is a bimodule, N a subbimodule and m E M is 
such that Am = mR, we denote by m-IN, the set {r E R ]mr E N} and by 
,,Nm-’ the set (1 EA IAm E NJ. Note that these are ideals of R and A, 
respectively; and that if X -CI R then 
m-‘@2X), =X + rt arm,(m) 
and 
m[m-‘(xM),] = mX= [A(mX) m-‘1 m. 
If AMR = C;=i m,R = Cr=, Ami, where Am, = miR for each i, we call M 
a normalizing (A, R) bimodule. 
We note that this definition does not depend on R and A being semiprime. 
It will be used more generally in later sections. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let ,,MR be a bimodule and let A EF(A). Consider 
the following statements about A : 
(i) rt arm,(A) = 0; 
(ii) if m EM and Am = mR then there exists B in F(R) with 
Am = mB; 
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(iii) there exists B’ in Sr(R) with MB’ c AM. 
Then (i) implies (ii) and, if ,,MR is normalizing, then (ii) implies (iii). 
Proof Assume (i) holds and that Am = mR, and define B to be 
m-‘(Am),.ThenB~RandAm=mB.LetDQR.IfmD=OthenD~B; 
and if mD#O then O#AmD=mBDEm(BnD) so BnD#O. Hence 
B E Y(R). 
Now assume (ii) holds and that M = Cyzl m,R with m,R =Ami. For 
each i, there is Bi E.Y(R) with Am, = m,B,; and so MB’ c AM, where 
B’=nBiEST(R). 1 
DEFINITION 1.4. AMR is said to be right torsionfree if mA # 0 whenever 
0 # m E M and A E Y(R). Left torsionfree is defined similarly, and M is 
said to be torsionfree if it is both right and left torsionfree. 
If M is left torsionfree, then statement (i) of 1.3 is valid for each 
A EST(A). Thus 1.3 gives 
COROLLARY 1.5. If ,,MR is a left torsionfree normalizing bimodule then, 
for any A E X(A) there exists B in Y(R) with MB G AM. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume that A and R have finite rank and that ,,M, 
is torsionfree. Let m E M with mR = Am. 
(i) if U, V a R with RUR essential in R V, and mU = 0 then mV = 0. 
(ii) It arm,(m) and rt arm,(m) are complements in A and R, respec- 
tively. 
(iii) There is a ring isomorphism u: A/It arm,(m) + R/t-t arm,(m). 
(iv) Zf P is a prime of A and P 2 It arm,(m) then there is a unique 
ideal Q of R such that Q 2 rt arm,(m) and Pm = mQ. Furthermore Q is 
prime and o induces an isomorphism from A/P onto R/Q. If P is a minimal 
prime of A then Q is a minimal prime of R. 
(v) If P is a minimal prime of A whose complement is C, and Q is a 
minimal prime of R whose complement is D, then P and Q are connected via 
m (as in (iv)) tf and only tf CmD # 0. 
Proof. Note that since M is torsionfree, statements (i) and (ii) in 1.3, as 
well as their left-right duals, are true for all essential ideals of A and R. 
(i) Let W be the complement of V (and U) in R. Then 
W@UEY(R) and so, by 1.3, m(W@U)=Bm with BESr(A). Then 
BmV = m( W @ U) V E mU = 0. Since M is left torsionfree, m V = 0. 
(ii) This is clear from (i) and its left-right dual. 
(iii) The map u is defined by cr(J + It arm,,(m)) = r +rt arm,(m), 
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where Lm = mr. The verification that (T is well-defined and an isomorphism is 
routine. 
(iv) It is clear from (iii) that there is only one ideal Q of R which 
contains rt arm,(m) and satisfies Pm = mQ, namely, Q = m-‘(Pm),. Clearly 
Q is prime and 0 induces an isomorphism from A/P onto R/Q. Now assume 
P is minimal. If Q were not a minimal prime of R then Q would be in F(R), 
by 1.1 (vi). Then CmQ = CPm = 0, where C is the complement of P in rl. 
Since M is right torsionfree, Cm = 0, whence C G It arm,(m) c P. Thus 
C = 0 and so P E x(A). However, P is a minimal prime of /1, contradicting 
1. l(vi). Hence Q is a minimal prime. 
(v) Assume first that P and Q are connected via m. Then C # 0, since 
/i has finite rank, and so Cm # 0. However, Q @D E F(R), and so, since 
M is torsionfree, 0 # Cm(Q @ D) = CmQ + CmD. But CmQ = CPm = 0 and 
therefore CmD # 0. 
Conversely, suppose CmD # 0. By (ii), it arm,(m) is a complement ideal 
in ,4 and so, by 1.1, is an intersection of minimal primes of/i. If P were not 
one of these minimal primes then C would be inside each of them and so 
C G It ann,(m), which is false. Thus P 2 It arm,(m) and, similarly, 
Q 2 rt arm,(m). 
Set Q’ = m-‘(Pm), and Y = m-‘(Cm),. Then Cm = mY, Pm = mQ’ and, 
by (iv), Q’is a minimal prime of R. However, mYQ’ = CPm = 0 and so 
YQ’ E rt arm,(m) E Q. Now 0 # CmD = mYD, so Y g arm(D) = Q. 
Therefore Q’ G Q and, since Q is minimal, Q’ = Q. 1 
COROLLARY 1.7. Assume that A and R have finite rank, that ,,MR is 
torsionfree and normalizing with normalizing generators m,,..., m,. Let 
Q, ,..., Qk be the minimal primes of R and D, ,..., D, their complement ideals. 
If there is a fixed) minimal prime P of A, with complement ideal C, such 
that CMD, # 0 for each j then rank R = k < n. 
Proof: For each j there is an i with CmiDj # 0. Therefore, by 1.6(v), 
Qj = m,: ‘(Pmi), . 1 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let ,,MR be normalizing. Then there exist X E F(R) 
and Y EF(A) with MX right torsionfree, YM left torsionfree and YMX 
torsionfree. 
Proof: Suppose M = CT miR with m,R = Am,. Let Ai = rt ann,(m,), an 
ideal of R, and let Xi = A, 0 C,, where Ci is the complement of A,. Then 
m,X, = miCi, and is a right torsionfree bimodule. 
We define N I ,..., N, by N, = m, X, and Ni+ I = Ni @ Z,, where Zi is a 
(bimodule) complement of Ni n m,, 1X,+, in m,, ,Xi+, , Then N = N, is a 
direct sum of subbimodules of the miXi and so is torsionfree. Also N A mixi 
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is essential in miXi for each i. If Wi is a complement of Nn m,X, (and 
hence also of m,Xi) in m,R, then Yi = m,: ‘[(mix, n N) 0 WilR E ST(R) and 
miYiXiEN. ThusX=nYiXiESr(R) andMXSN. 
The ideal Y is constructed similarly, and the rest is clear. fl 
DEFINITION 1.9. For a subbimodule N of a normalizing (/i, R) bimodule 
M we define the right torsionfree rank of N, denoted rt tf rank(N), and the 
torsionfree rank of N, denoted tf rank(N), to be the ranks of NX and YNX, 
where X, Y are as in 1.8. 
Since NX is right torsionfree, rank NX = rank NXX’ for any X’ E F(R), 
from which it is easily seen that rt tf rank(N) and tf rank(N) are independent 
of the choices of X and Y. Clearly 
tf rank(N) < rt tf rank(N) < rt tf rank(M) < rank(M). 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let ,,MR be normalizing, M = 2: m,R with 
m,R = Am,, and let rank(R) = t. Then rt tf rank(M) < nt. 
Proof. From the proof of 1.8, rank(MX)< JJy rank(m,X,). Also, for 
each i, the lattice 49(m,X,) of @I, R) subbimodules of m,X, is isomorphic to 
LP(,JiR), the lattice of ideals of R contained in Ci. Hence rank (mix,) = 
rank(Ci) < t and rt tf rank (M) = rank(MX) < nt. 1 
2. NORMALIZING EXTENSIONS OF RINGS 
We now begin our analysis of (finite) normalizing extensions. Our context 
is one where R is a subring of S, sharing the same unity, and S = Cy a,R 
with aiR = Rai for each i. This notation will be retained throughout this 
paper. 
In proving results linking the primes of R and S one can invariably reduce 
to the prime case, by which we mean the case where S is prime. In practice, 
most of the analysis is undertaken in the prime case only. A fixed collection 
of right ideals, subbimodules, etc. is defined and studied. We will, therefore, 
build up a collection of fixed notation which will be invoked freely whenever 
S is prime. This notation will be indicated as it accumulates. 
However, we start with S arbitrary, and note that S may be regarded as a 
normalizing (R, R) bimodule. Of course, any right S-module X can be 
regarded as a right R-module, this being indicated by writing X,. Similar 
notation will apply in other contexts. We denote by L?LWs) the lattice of 
(R, S) subbimodules of an (R, S) bimodule W. 
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NOTATION 2.1. For RYR E yLSR) we define a,F’Y, = {S E SlUis E Y} 
and sYu;t= (sESlsa,E Y). 
In terms of the notation introduced in 1.2, note that a; ’ Y, = R n a; 1 Y,. 
The next few lemmas are taken, almost verbatim, from [3]. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) For YE $&SR), the natural additive group 
monomorphisms li: S/(u;‘Y,) -+ S/Y and pi: S/(,Ya; ‘) -+ S/Y given by 
Ai(S + a;’ Ys) = LliS + Y and pi(s + sYa;‘) = sa, + Y induce lattice 
embeddings of the corresponding (R, R) bimodule lattices. 
(ii) If YE p($s) then u;‘Ys E 9(,$‘s), Ai is a right S-module 
monomorphism and 5f[,(S/a,:‘Ys),] embeds in 9[[R(S/Y)s]. 
Proof. This is easily verified. 1 
DEFINITION 2.3. For YE 9(,JR) we define b(Y), the bound of Y, to be 
the largest twosided ideal of S contained in Y. It is easy to check that 
b(Y) = n;,j= i s(a; ‘Y,) uJ: ‘. Furthermore, if Y E L&S,) then 
b(Y) = ann((SIY)J = f7: (a,~‘%. 
LEMMA 2.4. If RYs is essential in ,Ss (or RYR is essential in RSR) then 
so too is b(Y) essential in ,,Ss (or RSR, respectively). 
Proof. We prove only the result for RYs, the other being similar. It will 
suffice to show that each a;‘Ys is essential in JS. If X is in Y(,J,), then 
so too is a$. If u,X = 0 then X G a; ‘Y,; whilst if a,X# 0, then 
arXf7 Y # 0, which implies that Xn a; ‘Y, # 0. Thus a;’ Y, is indeed 
essential in RSS. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. If 9 denotes the family of subbimodules Y of $Ss (resp. 
RSR) such that b(Y) = 0, then 9 has a maximal member. 
Proof. Again we prove only the (R, S) bimodule case. Suppose that 
{ Y,l y E r} is a chain of members of 9, and let 2 = U, Y,. If b(Z) # 0, 
choose 0 # x E b(Z). Then Sx E Z and so each a,x E Yy, for some yr. Then 
SxS E Yy, where Yy = sup { Y?,,..., Y,,}, contradicting the assumption that 
b(Y,) = 0. Hence Z E 9, and Zorn’s lemma is applicable to .8. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S be prime and let Y be maximal amongst the (R, S) 
subbimodules (resp. (R, R) subbimodules) of S whose bound is zero. Then 
S/Y is uniform as an (R, S) bimodule (resp. (R, R) bimodule). 
Proof If U/Y and V/Y are nonzero subbimodules, of the appropriate 
type, of S/Y, then I = b(U) and J = b(V) are nonzero. Since S is prime, 
ZJf 0; so IJ@ Y. Then (ZJ+ Y)/YG (U/Y)n(V/Y). 1 
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PROPOSITION 2.7 [3]. If S is prime then rSR has finite rank. Indeed 
rank(,J,) < n’. 
Proof: By 2.5 there exists JR maximal with respect to the property that 
b(X) = 0. By 2.6, S/X is uniform. Now 0 = b(X) = nyJ=, ,(a;‘Xs) a,:‘, so 
S can be embedded as an (R, R) bimodule into the direct sum of the 
bimodules S/s(a; ‘Xs) a? ‘. However, by 2.2, 
Thus JR embeds into a direct sum of at most n2 uniform (R, R) bimodules. 
Therefore rankL,S,) < n*. m 
We now give the first general result about prime ideals, namely, “lying 
over.” This comes from [3, Theorem 2.31 but is included for later use, as 
well as for completeness. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let S be a normalizing extension of R and let Q be a 
prime ideal of R. Then there is a prime ideal I of S such that Q is a minimal 
prime over In R. 
Proof: By Zorn’s lemma there is an ideal I of S maximal with respect to 
In R G Q; and I is easily seen to be prime. It remains to show that Q is a 
minimal prime over In R. By passing to R/I f7 R L S/Z we may suppose 
that I = 0, i.e., that each nonzero ideal J of S satisfies J n R @ Q. 
If Q is not a minimal prime of R then there is a prime Q’ of R with 
Q’$ Q. First, Q is essential in R, for if Qn C = 0 with C u R, then 
0 = QC G Q’, so C E Q’ G Q and C = 0. Now let RKR be a complement to R, 
and to Q, in ,JR. Then K @ Q is essential in RSR and so, by 2.4, b(K 0 Q) is 
an ideal of S, essential as an (R, R) subbimodule of ,JR. Therefore 
O#b(K@Q)nR~(K@Q)nR=Q. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore Q is minimal. 1 
The appropriate version of “going up” is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let S be a normalizing extension of R and let Q,$ Q, 
be prime ideals of R, I, a prime ideal of S with Q, minimal over I, n R. 
Then there exists a prime ideal I, of S with I, f I,, and Q2 minimal over 
I,nR. I 
Next we investigate the nature of In R, where I is a prime ideal of S. But 
first we consider the case when S is prime. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let S be prime and let RYs E p&Ss) be maximal 
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with respect to having b(Y) = 0. Denote a;‘Y, by Yi and set P = Y n R and 
Pi= YinR. 
(i) Zf r E R, s E S and rRs E Y, then r E P or s E Y. 
(ii) P is a prime ideal of R. 
(iii) Zf ai E Y then Yi = S and Pi = R. 
(iv) Zf ai 6C Y then a,P, = Pa,, R/P E R/P,, and P, is a prime ideal of 
R. 
(v) Zf a, & Y, then Yi is maximal with respect to b(Yi) = 0. 
Proof. (i) Suppose r Q P and s 4 Y. Then Z = b(RrS + Y) and 
.Z = b(RsS + Y) are nonzero ideals of S. Since S is prime Z.Z # 0. But 
ZJE(RrS+Y)JcRrJ+YCRr(RsS+Y)+YcY, 
contradicting b(Y) = 0. 
(ii) and (iii) These are clear. 
(iv) Suppose ai G? Y. Since It ann,(ai) Ra, = 0 E Y, we have, by (i), 
that It ann,(a,) c P. By definition, rt annRai E Pi. Let B = a; l(Pai)R. Since 
Pa, s Y we see that B 5 R n a;‘Y, = P,; and aiB = Pa,. On the other hand, 
if A = ,(a;Pi) a; ’ then ARai G Y SO, by (i), A G P. Then aiP, = Au, G Pai = 
a, B c a, Pi, whence a,P, = Pa,. It is now easy to verify that the ring 
isomorphism R/it ann,(a,) -+ R/r? mn,(ai) defined by r + It ann ai H 
r’+rtannai, where rai = air’, induces an isomorphism from R/P onto 
R/P,. Therefore Pi is prime. 
(v) If ai & Y, then b(a,S + Y) # 0. However, 
b(a,S + Y) b(Y,) L (a,S + Y) b(Yi) E ai Yi + YE Y. 
Hence b(Yi) = 0. Suppose next that R W,$ Y,. Then ai W @ Y and so 
b(aiW+Y)#O:sayZ=b(aiW+Y).ForeachxEZ,a,xEZ~aiW+Y,so 
aix=aiw+y with WE W, yE Y. But then x-wEaa;‘Y,=Yi and hence 
zGw+Yi=w. I 
Continuing with the notation of 2.10, note that 0 = b(Y) = n: Yi. Renum- 
bering the ai if necessary, we can assume that 0 = 0: Y, with this being an 
irredundant intersection. Since, by 2.6, JS/Y& is uniform for i E {l,..., k}, it 
is standard that rank RSs = k. 
THEOREM 2.11. Zf S is prime then R is semiprime of finite rank, and 
rank(R) < rank&S,) < n. Zf k = rank@,) then there are prime ideals P, 
P ,,..., P, in R such that (J: Pi = 0 and, after renumbering the a,, Pa, = a,P, 
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and a, induces an isomorphism from R/P onto RIPi for i = I,..., k. The 
minimal primes of R are the minimal members of {P, ,..., Pk t. 
Proof: This is clear from 2.10. 1 
Our next result has also been proved independently by Lorenz [ 71. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let S be a normalizing extension of R and I a prime 
ideal of S. Then In R is semiprime, there are at most n primes of R minimal 
over In R and the corresponding prime factor rings are all isomorphic. 
Proof: This is clear from 2.11, after passing to the factor rings 
R/InR c S/I. 1 
We note that even though the intersection 0: Yi is irredundant, the inter- 
section of P, ,..., Pk may be redundant; indeed there can be repetitions in this 
set (e.g., S =M,(R) with R a field), and there can be strict containments. 
This latter possibility we illustrate by example. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let A be a commutative integral domain with a 
homomorphism 0: A --H A which is onto and has ker 19 # 0. (For example, 
take A = F[x, , x2 ,...I with F a field and let 6 be defined by x, ++ 0, 
I--, xi.) Take S = M,(A), the ring of 2 X 2 matrices, and 
22 {[t &]laEA}. Th en S is readily checked to be a normalizing 
extension of R with the usual matrix units as generators. We can choose 
Y= [f i]; then e,’ Ys=e,’ Y,=S, e,‘Y,= [i A”] and e&i Y,= Y. 
Here k = 2, and if we take a, = e2* and a, = e2 i then P = P, = [ “‘i ’ z ] and 
P, = 0. 
We note that S is not torsionfree over R, because P E.F(R) yet 
ez2 P = Pe,, = 0. 
By choosing different surjections, say 8, ,..., I!?,,, : A -++ A, taking S = M,(A) 
and 
R= 4(a) . . 0 
0 ’ e,(a) II I a E A ’ 
more exotic examples may be constructed-see Section 6. 
3. TOWARDS INCOMPARABILITY 
We now turn our attention to the incomparability problem. In the light of 
the earlier results this can be rephrased as follows: given P a minimal prime 
over I, n R for a prime I, of S, is it possible to have another prime I, of S 
with I, f I, and with P also minimal over I, n R? Of course, by factoring 
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out I,, one can reduce to the case when I, = 0, so then S is prime. But, as 
we will see later, there is an obstacle to solving the problem when S is not 
torsionfree. This section is largely devoted to preparing the ground for a 
reduction to the torsionfree case. The next section will consider that special 
case; and then the process will reach fruition in Section 5. 
We will assume throughout this section that S is prime, and hence R is 
semiprime. We will be using the (right) quotient ring Q = Q(S) of S with 
respect to F(S), the filter of essential ideals, as described by Martindale [9] 
(see also 141). Elements of Q(S) may be regarded as right S-module 
homomorphisms q: Z + S, where Z E X(S) and where q1 : I, -+ S is identified 
with q2: I, -+ S, provided q1 and qz agree on some ideal Z in X(S) with 
Z c I, n I,. Now Q(S) is a subring of the right maximal quotient ring of S, 
and hence is prime. Similar remarks apply to Q(R), except that it is 
semiprime. 
We wish to build upon the details discussed in 2.10 and 2.11, and we 
continue with the notation established there. More notation will accumulate 
as the section proceeds. 
As mentioned after 2.10, we can renumber the a,‘s so that 0 = fl: Yi with 
this intersection being irredundant. Set 
ui= f) Yj. 
j=l 
jzi 
Then RiJis s (Vi @ Yi)/Yi E S/Yi and SO RUis is uniform. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) ZJO#,VsUi then It ann,(V)=Pi. 
(ii) Ui is a left torsionfree (R/Pi, S) bimodule. 
Proof: (i) Clearly Pi VC Yi f7 Vi = 0 so P, s It ann,( V). However, 
It ann,(V)RVc Yi and Vs& Yr so, by 2.10, (v) and (i), It ann,(V)E 
YinR = Pi. 
(ii) This is now obvious. m 
NOTATION 3.2. We now fix the next batch of notation. First we reorder 
a, ,..., ak, if necessary, so that, for some m < k, P, ,..., P,,, are distinct and are 
all the different primes which occur in {P, ,..., Pk} and so that, for some 
t < m, P, ,..., P, are all the minimal primes of R. Thus we have t < m < k < n 
with t = rank RRR and k = rank RSS. For each i E {l,..., m}, define 
Zi = Co U,, the sum being over all j E {I,..., k} for which Pi = Pi. Then 3.1 
shows that Zi is a left torsionfree (R/P,, S) bimodule. 
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Next we set REs = 2 F Zi = Cy Vi, and we set B = b(E). There are 
(R, S) bimodule monomorphisms 
where 6(s) = (..., s + Y,,...). Since S(Ui) is essential in R(S/Yi)s for each i, 
6(E) is essential in u S/Y, and hence E is essential in JS. Therefore by 
2.4, B = b(E) # 0. 
Finally we define fi, for i E {I,..., m}, to be the element of Q(S) obtained 
by restricting to B the projection-injection map E -++ Zi H E c S. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. {f, ,..., f,} is a set of orthogonal idempotents of Q(S) 
whose sum is 1. Each & centralizes R and It ann,(f;:) = rt ann,(&) = Pi. 
Proof: R, S and ifi,..., f,} are all contained in the ring Q(S), where an 
element s E S is identified with the multiplication map s: S-P S via x ++ sx. 
Therefore all the algebraic operations are well defined. The verification of the 
assertions is routine. I 
It was shown in 1.8 that for any normalizing bimodule ,,MR there exists 
JESr(A) with Jh4 being left torsionfree. The next result enables us to 
identify such a J for M = ,JR: namely, or+ 1 Pi. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) If I 4 R, then Z E F(R) if and only if&I # 0 for 
i = I,..., t. 
(ii) If T(Q) = {q E Q(S)lIq = 0 for some I E Y(R)/ then 
r(Q)=rtann,(n::,p,)=fi+,Q+...+f,Q. 
Proof: (i) R has finite rank so, by 1.1, I EST(R) if and only if Z is not 
contained in any minimal prime. However, by 3.3, the minimal primes of R 
are the annihilators of f, ,..., f,. 
(ii) Clearly Cy+, f,Q s rt annc(ny+ i Pi); and, since ny+, Pi E X(R), 
then rt anna(f) Pi) c T(Q). NOW suppose q E Q(S), say q: J+ S, and 
Iq = 0 with I E F(R). Then, for i = l,..., t, the element fiq E Q(S) is defined 
on the domain JB, and fdJB E Zi. Since f, centralizes R and Iq = 0, we 
have ZfnJB = 0. But IE.F(R), so 1~6 Pi and therefore (Z + Pi)/Pi E 
.F(R/P,). However, Z, is left torsionfree over R/P,, as noted in 3.2, yet 
(I+ P,)/P, annihilates f;,qJB on the left. Therefore f,qJB = 0. This means 
frq = 0 in Q(S) for i = l,..., t. However, 1 = Cy fi by 3.3, and so q = lq = 
C::,fiqECL.fiQ- 1 
This will help to shed some light on the nature of the torsionfree case. The 
remainder of this section concerns that case. First we adapt 1.3 to apply to 
S. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Consider the following statements about A E Y(R). 
(i) rt ann,A = 0. 
(ii) If m E S with mR = Rm then there exists A’ E F(R) with 
Am = mA’. 
(iii) For each i, there exists Ai E Y(R) with Aai = aiA;. 
(iv) There exists A” E Y(R) with SA” c AS. 
Let (i)‘-(iv)’ denote the left-right duals of (i)-(iv). Then these eight 
statements are all equivalent. 
Proof: That (i) =+- (ii) +- (iii) =z=- (iv) follows as in the proof of 1.3. By 
symmetry it is enough, therefore, to show (iv) * (i)‘. But if SA = 0 for some 
s E S, then 0 = sAS 2 sSA” and, since S is prime, s = 0. m 
THEOREM 3.6. If S is a prime normalizing extension of R, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) S is right torsionfree, 
(ii) S is left torsionfree, 
(iii) S is torsionfree, 
(iv) each of PI,..., P, is a minimal prime of R; i.e., t = m. 
Proof: (i) o (ii) is immediate from 3.5, and so it is clear that (i), (ii) and 
(iii) are equivalent. That (iv) 3 (ii) is immediate from 3.4(ii). 
(ii) * (iv). Note first that ,Q(S) is left torsionfree. For if Aq = 0 with 
A E F(R) then AqJ = 0, where J E Y(S) is the domain of q. Thus qJ= 0 
and q = 0. Therefore, by 3.4, f,, i = . . . = f, = 0. In other words, t = m. 1 
We should perhaps note that condition (iv) above is not left-right 
symmetric since the construction of the Pt’s is one-sided. 
Finally we show that the prototypes of normalizing extensions previously 
discussed in the literature are well behaved with respect to torsion. Again, 
the question really only arises when S is prime. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If either 
(i) S is a liberal @ite centralizing) extension of R, or 
(ii) each a, is a unit in S, or 
(iii) R or S satisfies the a.c.c. for prime ideals, 
then S is torsionfree over R. 
Proof (i), (ii) These are plain from 3S(iii). 
(iii) It is clear from 2.9 that if S has a.c.c. for prime ideals, then so 
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too has R. Suppose that S is not torsionfree. Then by 3.6, P, is not minimal; 
so P,$ Pi for some minimal prime Pi. But by 2.11, R/P, z R/P,. It follows 
that R does not satisfy the a.c.c. for primes, a contradiction. 1 
4. PRIME TORSIONFREE CASE 
This section is devoted to the proof of incomparability in the special case 
when S and R are both prime and, moreover, S is torsionfree. (Note, by 3.6, 
that torsionfree and left or right torsionfree are equivalent conditions.) We 
use the right quotient rings Q(R) and Q(S) of R and S with respect to their 
filters of essential (i.e., nonzero) ideals. The set N = {n E Q(R)] nR = Rn) is 
called the normalizer of R in Q(R). It can be seen, as in 14, Theorem 81, that 
NR = RN, and then NR is a subring of Q(R), known as the normal closure 
of R. It is a prime ring and is independent of the choice of left or right 
quotient ring of R. We note, however, that despite its name, NR is not 
necessarily closed under repetition’of this process [4]. That fact will prevent 
us from restricting our attention solely to the normally closed case. 
Throughout this section, our standing assumptions are that both R and S 
are prime, and that ,J,, is torsionfree. 
LEMMA 4.1. The embedding of R in S extends to an embedding of NR in 
Q(S). 
Proof First we embed N in Q(S). Let n E N, and so nD G R for some 
DEF(R). Let C=nDn-‘={cERIcnEnD}. Then, by 1.6, CEF(R). 
We define n*: DS -+ S via n*(C diai) = C(nd,) ai for di E D. TO see that 
this is well defined, suppose Cd,a, = 0, and let c E C. Then cn = nd for 
some d E D and hence 
= cx (ndi)ai= nd 
Thus Cn*(C d,ai) = 0; but S is torsionfree, so n*(C diai) = 0. It is clear 
that n* is a right S-module homomorphism. 
By 3.5, there is a D’ E X(R) with SD’ c DS. Then B’ = b(DS) contains 
SD’S. We denote by n’ the restriction of n* to B’. The map n H n’ embeds 
N in Q(S). 
In the same way as above, the map NR -+ Q(S) given by JJ niri w C n{ri 
is seen to be well-defined. It is a ring homomorphism, and is also an 
embedding. For suppose 2 n{ri = 0, and choose C E F(R) with C contained 
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in the domain of each n,. We have 
O= (~tZjli)C= (CtZili)C 
for each c E C, SO (C niri) C= 0 and C niri = 0 (in Q(R)>- I 
Remark. The assumption that S is torsionfree is necessary in 4.1. To see 
this, consider the rings R = { [ “0 ,&, ]la E A} and S = M,(A) of Example 
2.13, and consider n E N defined by [“A” i ] ++ [ “0 &, ] for a E A. In NR, 
it is the inverse of x = [ 2 z 1, but x (b em a zero-divisor in S) cannot be a ’ g 
unit in Q(S), so the embedding of R in S cannot be lifted to NR. 
The other assumption of 4.1, that R is prime, serves mainly to simplify the 
analysis to come. If R were allowed to be semiprime, the normal closure NR 
could still be constructed, and would be a semiprime ring [4]. The proof of 
4.1 is valid in this case as well, so NR would embed in Q(S). However, this 
extra generality is not needed. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) NS = SN and so is a subring of Q(S). 
(ii) Moreover, NS is a prime torsionfree normalizing extension of the 
prime ring NR, and is torsionfree over R. 
(iii) If m E NS with mR = Rm, then mN = Nm. 
Proof: First note that if n E N, say with nD c R for D E F(R), then for 
any automorphism t of R one can define nT: D’ + R’ = R by n’(d’) = (nd)‘. 
Evidently n” E N. 
Now let a E S with aR = Ra. Since S is torsionfree, 1.6(iii) shows that a 
induces an automorphism o, say, of R given by ra = ar” for r E R. 
Therefore 
nar” = nra = a(nr)” = anY. 
Choosing r = 1 we see that na = an” and hence Na = aN. It follows 
immediately that NS = SN and then that NS is a prime ring. It is easy to see 
that NS is torsionfree over R and hence also over NR, and NS is generated, 
over NR, by the normalizing generators a,,..., a,. 
Finally, if mR = Rm, then, since NS is torsionfree over R, m induces an 
automorphism of R, and, as before, mN = Nm. m 
The next result is due to Kharchenko [6]. It has a proof analogous to that 
of Martindale’s lemma for central closures-see [ 10, Lemma 2.21, for 
example. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a be an automorphism of R and suppose that x, y E R, 
481/72/l-17 
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x#O. If (xr)“y=yrx for all rER, then y=nx for some nEN and, 
moreover, nr = run for all r E R. 1 
NOTE 4.4. Since u extends uniquely to NR one could apply 4.3 even 
when x, y E NR. The element n thus obtained would, in principle, belong to 
the normalizer of NR. However, since nr = run for all r E R, in fact n E N 
still. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let A = {m E NS[ mR = Rm). We call Jr the 
normalizer of R in NS. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let W be an NR-subbimodule of NS generated by a 
subset r of A. Then W is free of Jnite rank (as both a right and left NR- 
module) on a subset of IY 
Proof Any R-independent subset of 1 is also NR-independent and 
hence, by 1.10, has cardinality at most n. Thus we may choose a maximal R- 
independent subset, say (m, ,..., m,}, of IY Let O# m, ET also. Then 
m,R n (XI=, m,R) # 0 and so CfEo miri = 0 for some ri E R with r,, # 0. 
Each mi gives an automorphism ui of R such that rmi = m,r”’ for r E R. 
Then, for all r E R, 
(r,r)“o’ (gO miri) - (gO ,iri) rrO E t, miRs 
The R-independence shows that, for each i, 
(ror)O~‘U’ri = rirro, 
and so, by 4.3, ri = nirO for some rzi EN with no = 1, and nir = r”~“‘ini. It 
now follows that r(C;=omini) = (C;=omini)r”o for all r E R, and so 
(CiZo mini) Rr,R = 0. Therefore, CfZo mini = 0 and m, E CS=i m,N. Thus 
W= Cf=, m,NR = CT=, NRm, and W is free. 1 
This of course applies to NS itself. Suppose, after possible re-arrangement, 
that NS is freely generated by a, ,..., a,, where t < n. Thus each element of 
NS is uniquely expressible as C: a,q, with each qi E NR. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let m,,..., m, be NR-independent elements of J, and 
q, ,..., q1 elements of NR. Then Ci mtqt E A tf and only if each qi E N and 
the automorphisms of R induced by the nonzero miqi)s coincide. 
Proof: This is easily verified. 1 
We now aim to elucidate the structure of A. As the previous corollary 
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indicates, J is not usually closed under addition, although it is closed under 
multiplication. Nevertheless, the structure of & is not unlike that of a ring. 
This becomes clear in what follows. 
DEFINITION 4.8. A right (resp. two-sided) ideal of J is a subset of the 
form Z n A, where Z art NS (resp. Z a NS). 
LEMMA 4.9. Let XzJ. Then Xa,,.A ifand only ifX=XNSn.A, 
and in this case, XNS = XNR = NRXNR. Similarly X CI J if and only if 
X = NSXNS n A, and in this case NSXNS = NRXNR = XNR. 
Proof: Clearly XNS nJ is a right ideal. Conversely, if X = Zn.M with 
Z(l,,NS then XcXNSnJGZnJ=X, so X=XNSnJ. Now by 
4.2, XNR = NRX, so XNS is an (NR, NS) bimodule. It is also an (NR, NR) 
bimodule, generated by {xailx E X and 1 <i<n}. But each 
xa, E XNS nM = X, so XNS = NRXNR = XNR. The other assertions are 
proved similarly. 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Let X, E X, be right ideals of A. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(9 X,=X2, 
(ii) X, NS = X,NS, 
(iii) rank X, NS = rank X,NS, as NR bimodules. 
Proof (i) + (ii) +- (iii), of course. To see that (iii) 3 (i), note first that, 
by 4.6 and 4.9, X, NS = X, NR, and has a basis b, , b, ,..., b, over NR with 
bi E Xl. Then d = rank X,NS = rank X,NS. Thus if x E X, then 
xNR n X, NS # 0. The proof of 4.6 shows that x E X,NS and so 
xEX,NSn.H=x,. I 
Thus chains of right ideals of M have length at most rank(NS), which by 
2.7 is at most n*. Thus J is “Artinian” and “Noetherian.” Next we show 
that J is, in a sense, prime. 
LEMMA 4.11. Zf X, Y are right ideals of J and XY = 0 then X = 0 or 
Y=O. 
Proof. XNS = XNR by 4.9, so XNSY = XNRY = XYNR = 0. Since NS 
is prime, X=0 or’Y=O. 1 
DEFINITION 4.12. For X a right ideal of & and a E A’ we define a o X 
to be {axlxE X}. 
LEMMA 4.13. a 0 X = aXNS Ax and so is a right ideal of X. 
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Proof: We may assume a # 0. By 4.9, aXNS = aXNR and, from 4.2(iii), 
this is an NR bimodule. By 4.6, it has a basis contained in a 0 X, say, 
{ax 1 ,..., ax,}. Suppose m E aXNS nJ, so m = C\ ax, hi with hi E NR and 
for each i either hi = 0 or ax,h, # 0. By 4.7, each hi EN and the nonzero 
ax,hi)s induce a common automorphism of R. But then the nonzero xihts 
induce (another) common automorphism of R, so (again from 4.7) 
C: xi hi E XNS nM = X and m E a o X. Therefore aXNS nJ’ G a 0 X and 
aoXa,,L I 
LEMMA 4.14. If X Qrt& then X = e o M and XNS = eNS for some 
e = e2 E X. 
Proof. Note that the two assertions are equivalent. 
First suppose that X is a minimal nonzero right ideal. Then X2 # 0, by 
4.11, and so aoX#O for some aEX. Then X=aoX and so a=ae for 
some e E X. Clearly e induces the identity automorphism of R, and so too 
does e2; thus e2 -eE X and a(e’-e)=O. Now rt arm,(a) = 
rt arm,,(a) n XNS n.M and so is a right ideal of A. Since a 0 X # 0 and X 
is minimal, rt arm,(a) = 0 and so e2 - e = 0. Again by the minimality of X, 
X=eoM. 
Since each idempotent of M induces the identity automorphism of R, the 
sum or difference of a product of them also belongs to M. The usual ring- 
theoretic proof now yields the result. I 
THEOREM 4.15. M has no ideals other than 0 and M; that is, M is 
simple. 
Proof. If 0 #X 4 A, then, by 4.9, XNS = NSXNS, which we denote by 
I. By 4.14, Z=eNS with O#e=e’EX. But then (1 -e)NSXG 
(1 -e)I=O. Since NS is prime, 1 -e=O, and 1 =eEX, so X=M. 1 
We apply this structure theorem to prove the special case of incom- 
parability, which has also, independently, been proved by Lorenz [7]. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let R and S be prime with S torsionfree. If 0 #I 4 S 
then InR #O. 
Proof. Recall S = C’: a,R. Note first that NZN a NS; and if 
NINnNR#O then InRfO. For if OZxENINnNR one can find A, 
B EST(R) with AxB c Zn R, and, of course, AxB # 0 since NS is R- 
torsionfree (by 4.2). 
Therefore we consider a nonzero ideal, J, say, of NS. As noted after 4.6, 
NS is freely generated by a, ,..., a,, say, over NR. Choose 0 #x E J of 
minimal suport on {a, ,..., a,}; say, x = C: a,q, with qi E NR and, without 
loss of generality, q, # 0. Let ui be the automorphism of R, and hence of NR, 
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induced by a,. Now for each q E NR, the element (_q,q)“F’ x - xqq, E J, but 
has smaller support than has x. Therefore (q,q)“l Ojqi = qlqql for each i. 
Hence, by 4.4, qi = niq, with ni E N, and with q(C ain,) = (c oini) 4”’ for 
all q E NR. Therefore C aini EM, say, M = C oiFZi* NOW x = mq, and SO 
J 1 NSmq, NS = NSmNRq, NRNS, using 4.2. Note that NRq, NR E sT(NR) 
and so, since NS is torsionfree over NR, then by 3.5, (NRq,NR) NS 2 NSD 
for some D EF(NR). Also, m E NSmNS nM and so, by 4.15, 
NSmNS nM= M and NSmNS = NS. Therefore 
D c NSm(NSD) G NSmNRq, NRNS E J. m 
We end this section with another result, for the torsionfree case, which will 
be incorporated in a general result in the next section. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let R and S be prime with S torsionfree over R. Then R 
is right primitive if and only ifs is right primitive. 
Proof. Let R be right primitive. Then there is a maximal right ideal K of 
R containing no nonzero ideal; so R/K is faithful. We show first that 
KS # S. Let a, ,..., u, be, after renumbering, a maximal R-independent subset 
of a, ,..., a, ; and set F = xi0 a,R. Then there exists X E Sr(R) with XS G F; 
and, by 3.5, there is YE .F(R) with SY G XS. Now if KS = S then 
The freeness of F showsLthat Y 5 K, a contradiction. Thus KS # S. 
Next we choose K’ a maximal right ideal of S containing KS. Clearly 
K’ n R = K; and, by 4.16, ann S/K’ = 0. Thus S is right primitive. 
Conversely, suppose that S is right primitive, and hence has a faithful 
simple module M,. By [5, Theorem 41 or else by an adaptation of the proof 
of [ 12, Lemma 5.11, MR is semisimple and has finite composition length. It 
follows immediately that some factor is faithful and that R is right 
primitive. I 
5. INCOMPARABILITY ATTAINED 
In this section we establish incomparability in the general case by effecting 
a reduction to the torsionfree case studied in Section 4. This reduction is also 
applied to study primitivity and the Jacobson radical. 
Once again the bulk of the work takes place in the case when S is prime, 
and it will be assumed that S is prime for the results prior to Theorem 5.10. 
The notations established in Section 3, particularly in 3.2, will be used again 
here. The idempotents fi introduced there we will term prime idempotents 
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and if the corresponding prime Pi = ann,.J is a minimal prime of R we will 
call fi a minimal idempotent. 
NOTATION 5.1. If X is any subset of Q = Q(S), we denote by X, the 
subset fiXf/ of Q for any pair of prime idempotents f,, f,. In particular 
S,= f,Sfj. Since fi centralizes R, by 3.3, then fiRfi = J;:R, and we write 
Ri = &R. Now multiplication by fi is a surjective ring homomorphism 
R -+P R, with kernel Pi and so R, is a prime ring. 
For each i we set D, = n {Pjlj = l,..., m; j# i}. Note that Di = 0 if i > t, 
but 0 # Di CI R if 1 < i < t. Also J;:d = d for each d E Di (where the 
multiplication, of course, takes place in Q). Therefore f,Di = D, and Di is an 
essential (i.e., nonzero) ideal of R,. Using 3.4 one can check that if A a R, 
thenAEY(R)ifandonlyifAnDi#Ofor l<i<t. 
LEMMA 5.2. If fi is a prime idempotent then f;.Q is a left torsionfree 
(Ri, R) bimodule, and Qf[ is a right torsionfree (R, Ri) bimodule. 
Proo$ (We remark that, since the construction of Q(S) is not right-left 
symmetric, the two statements have different proofs.) 
First suppose Zfq = 0 with Z E F(R,) and q E Q, and say qG C_ S with 
GEX(S). Let J={rERIArEZ). Then Z=fiJ#O so J$P,. Now 
&(qG) B E f;:B G Zi (where B = b(E) as in 3.2), and, by 3.1 and 3.2, Zi is a 
left torsionfree (R/P,, S) bimodule. However, 
JxqGB =f,JqGB = IqGB = 0 
and so S,qGB = 0. Therefore xq = 0 (as an element of Q). 
Secondly, suppose q&l = 0, and define J as before, so J+ Pi. Recall from 
3.2 that Zi = Co Uj, the sum being over all j for which It annR Uj = Pi. Thus 
each JUj is nonzero, and so is essential in the uniform (R, S) bimodule Uj. 
Therefore if R Ws = JZi @ 2, + i Z,, then W is essential in ,Js. By 2.4, 
b(W) # 0. Now sfi, as a homomorphism into S, vanishes on b(W) n 
domain (di) and so 4f, = 0. I 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f,, f/ be prime idempotents. Then S, is a 
torsionfree normalizing (Ri,, Rj) bimodule. 
ProoJ: By definition, S, = f,Sfj = C:=, fia,Rf ; but f;:a+$ = 
&a,fjRj = R,J;,a,fi. Therefore S, is normalizing with generators Aa,&. 
That S,j is torsionfree is immediate from 5.2. 1 
It is our intention now to study the structure of S, as an (Sii, S,) 
bimodule. However, there are some difficulties to overcome. For example, 
even though Sii = fiSfi it is not necessary that fi E S, and so it is not clear 
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that S,, is a ring. Such details are taken care of, at least for minimal idem- 
potents, by the next two results. The first shows, roughly, that “minimal 
idempotents may be deleted from the middle.” 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let a E S with aR = Ra, let $ be a prime idempotent 
and f, a minimal idempotent, and let s E S. 
(i) If fiajJ # 0 then &a&s = has. 
(ii) Iff;a& # 0 then .yfJafi = safi. 
Proof: (i) Since jj is minimal, 5.1 shows that D, = jJDj # 0. Let 
C= ,(aDj)a -’ a R. Then 
fiC=fiah =A%& =jWjjj =ftaQj, 
which is nonzero since f,afj # 0 and S, is right torsionfree over Rj. Hence 
fi C # 0, and thus fr C E F(RJ. Let c E C and choose d E D, with ca = ad. 
Then 
(qf,) a&s =ft(ca)jjs =ha(dfj) s =fi:a ds =&as. 
Therefore fiC(f,af,s -f[as) = 0, yet f,Q is, by 5.2, left torsionfree over R,. 
Thus f;,afis =Aas. 
(ii) This is proved similarly. b 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let fi, f, be prime idempotents and fi a minimal 
idempotent, and let I a S. 
(i) SijIE ftI and SijIj, C Ii”. 
(ii) ISjU E If, and ‘ijSjv C Ii, * 
Proof: Again we prove only (i), the other argument being similar. Now 
sij = Cy= 1 .f&.fJ& and SO S, I = C%=r fia&I. Whenever ftarfjf 0, then 
5.4 shows that Aa fiI = J;,a,Ic &I. Hence S,I c Al and SijIj” = 
Sijlf C &If” = I, * I’ 
LEMMA 5.6. If 0 #I a S and f., L. are minimal idempotents then 
0fInS,~I,. 
Proof. Since S is prime, 0 # DiIDj E In S, E Iij. ! 
The next result provides the reduction to the torsionfree case. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that S is a prime normalizing extension of R, 
that 0 #I a S and that f is a minimal idempotent. Then jSf is a prime 
torsionfree normalizing extension of the prime ring fR and 0 #fIf a fSf: 
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Proox As noted in 5.1, fR is a prime ring, and 5.3 shows that jSf is a 
torsionfree normalizing (flp, 0) b imodule. Furthermore, by 5.5, if J CI S 
then fJflf andfSfJf are contained in fJJ Taking, in turn, J = S and J = I we 
see that fsf is a ring and jIf 4 jS’, and 5.6 shows that ji’f # 0. 
To see thatjSf is prime, let x, y be nonzero elements offSJ Then there are 
ideals I,, I, of S with XI, and yl, being nonzero right ideals of S. Thus 
0 # xl, syz, 5 xsys = xfsfyS 
since x = xf and y = fy. Therefore xJsfv # 0 and Jsf is prime. 1 
It is useful to note the following result which says, in effect, that there is a 
special type of Morita context linking S with jS’f-see [ I] or [ 111 for details 
concerning Morita contexts. 
LEMMA 5.8. Zf f is a minimal idempotent, the array 1; $1 is a ring 
and it satisfies, for s E S, the conditions 
(i) SffifjB=O*fsf=O, 
(ii) jB s Sf = 0 3 s = 0. 
Proof: It is clear from 5.5 that the array is a ring. 
(i) If fsf # 0, choose Z E ;T(S) with fsfI a nonzero right ideal of S. 
Then Sflsf@?S(fsf I)B#O. 
(ii) If@sSf= 0 then@sSJB = 0 and hence s = 0. m 
We now deduce incomparability-first in the prime case, and then in 
general. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. If S is a prime normalizing extension of R and 
O#Ia S then ZnR EF(R). 
Proof Applying 5.1 to the ideal BZ shows that 0 #f;BIx. 4 f,S’. for 
any minimal idempotent fi. We can, by 5.7 again, apply the torsionfree case, 
4.16, to deduce thatf,BIh nf,R # 0. However,&B c S and so IfinAR # 0. 
Therefore 
Since Di n Pi = 0, In R @ Pi: this for each minimal prime Pi. Therefore, by 
1.1, ZnR EY(R). a 
THEOREM 5.10 (Incomparability). Let S be a (not necessarily prime) 
normalizing extension of a ring R and let J$ I be ideals of S with J being 
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prime. Then In R # Jn R; indeed no prime ideal of R minimal over Jn R 
contains In R. 
Proof: Since S/J is a prime normalizing extension of R/Jn R, it is 
enough to consider the case when J= 0. Now apply 5.9. 1 
The next result sharpens a result of Lorenz [7]. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let S be a (not necessarily prime) normalizing 
extension of R. Suppose that I is a prime ideal of S and that P is a prime 
ideal of R minimal over I C? R. 
(i) I is right primitive if and only if P is right primitive. 
(ii) I is maximal if and only if P is maximal. 
Proof (i) As usual, by passing to the factor rings S/I and R/In R we 
may suppose that S is prime and I = 0. Choose f to be the minimal idem- 
potent corresponding to P. It follows easily from 5.8 (or see [ 1, Theorem 
271) that S is right primitive if and only iffsf is right primitive. Applying 
4.17 to jR and Jsf we see that R/P gjR is primitive if and only if S is 
primitive. 
(ii) If I is maximal then “going up,” 2.9, shows that P is maximal. On 
the other hand, if P is maximal, then so too, by 2.12, are all the primes 
minimal over In R. It follows that the only member of F(R/In R) is 
RlI~R.IfH~SwithH~I,then5.9showsthatH~RII~R=RII~R. 
Thus H = S and I is maximal. 1 
COROLLARY 5.12 (Lorenz [7]). If S is a normalizing extension of R then 
J(R) = J(S) n R, where J denotes the Jacobson radical. 
Proof: This is immediate from 5.1 l(i) and 2.12. i 
6. LINKED PRIME IDEALS 
If P is a prime ideal of R and I is a prime ideal of a normalizing extension 
S such that P is a minimal prime over In R, we will say that P and I are 
linked. In this section we discuss various sets of primes linked in this sort of 
fashion. Of course, given P there is at least one such I (lying over), and any 
two such are incomparable (incomparability). Further, as we shall see, there 
are no more than n primes I linked with P. 
Comparison of this with the fact (2.12) that there are at most n primes of 
R linked to a given prime I of S sugests some symmetry between the primes 
of R and of S. Further evidence of this will be given, involving iteration of 
linkages, together with examples to illustrate certain complexities. 
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As usual we will assume that S is prime until specified otherwise. Now 5.5 
suggests that the bimodules fiS’, with fi, fj minimal idempotents, behave 
like blocks in a partitioned ring of matrices; and the first few results show 
that their torsionfree ranks, as defined in Section 1, behave accordingly. 
We start with an improved version of incomparability. 
THEOREM 6.1. If S is prime and 0 # Z a S then 
and 
rt tf rank(,J,) = rt tf rank@,) 
tf rank(,JR) = tf rank JR. 
Proof: Let R W, be a right torsionfree subbimodule of JR. Now 
Zn R E X(R), by 5.9, and so 0 # W(I n R) c W nZ. The result follows 
easily. I 
NOTATION 6.2. Recall that fi ,..., f, are the minimal idempotents, in 
Q(S). If N is a subset of { l,..., t) we define R, = CE,,, Rf and e, = CieNf;:; 
and if I a S, then I,,, = CEE,,,f;:Ifj. If N = (l,..., t}, we denote these by R*, 
e* and I*, respectively. 
We now extend 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let S be prime and 0 #I a S. Then: 
(i) R, and S, are rings with eN as unity element. 
(ii) R, is semiprime and rank R, = 1 NI , the cardinality of N. 
(iii) S, is a prime torsionfree normalizing extension of R, having 
n 1 N I2 normalizing generators. 
(iv) The following numbers are all equal, to p, say: rank S, and rank 
IN as (RN, RN) bimodules; CijpNrank(Ri S, R,); and rank e,Ie,, rank 
e,,, Se,,, and rank S, as (e,R, e,R) bimodules. 
(v> IN12<p<nlNI. 
Proof Part (i) follows from 5.5 and (ii) is clear. 
(iii) If g= (fia,fjli,jEN, l<y<n}, then R,g=gR, for each 
g E g’, and S, = C gRN so that S, is a normalizing extension of R, having 
nlN(’ generators. The proof that S, is prime is the same as the proof, in 5.7, 
that Jsf is prime but with f replaced by eN. 
To see S, is torsionfree, suppose that Aw = 0 with A E Sr(R,) and 
w E S,. For any i, jE N we have f;:A =fiAfiiE;T(f,R) and O=hAhwh. 
By 5.3, ft wfi = 0, and so w  = eNweN = 0. Thus S, is left torsionfree. By 3.6, 
S, is torsionfree. 
(iv) By 5.5 and 5.6, 0 # I, a S,. So rank IN = rank S,, by 6.1. 
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Next note that each S, is an (RN, RN) subbimodule of S,, for i, j E N, 
and the corresponding bimodule lattice is the same as YLi S,,,). This 
shows that the first three numbers are equal, say, to pr. 
We now turn to the other three ranks, over e,R. Note that e,R is a 
semiprime ring of rank INI and is essentially embedded in R,. Thus S, is 
indeed an (e,R, e,R) bimodule. Indeed it is torsionfree (since xi,, Di 
belongs both to jr(e,,,R) and to .F(RN)). Because e,Ze, G e,Se, C_ S,, it is 
clear that we need only show that e,Ze, is essential in S,v to deduce the 
equality of their ranks. 
Suppose w  E S,, with w  # 0. Then there are i, j E N with J;: w& # 0, and 
Jw& =fis- for some s E S. By 5.9, Z n D, # 0, so Zn Di E sT(Ri) and 
Dj E ;T(Rj). Therefore, by 5.3, 0 # (Z n Di)& wJDj ; choose JJ = xJ w&d # 0 
with x E Zn Di, d E Dj. Now e,D, =~iDi = Di, and similarly for Dj. So 
y=xhw&d=xhs&.d=xsdEZSRsZ 
and thus 4 = e,,, ye, E e,Ze,. However, XL E Di G e,R and fid E e,R, so 
y E e,Rwe,R. Therefore 0 # e,Ze,ne,Rwe,R. This shows that the last 
three ranks are all equal, say, to pz. 
Finally we show pi =p2. Any (RN, RN) subbimodule of S, is also an 
(e,R, e,R) subbimodule; so pi <pp2. On the other hand, if 0 # w  E S, then 
(Zn Di)Ji wfjDj is a nonzero (RN, RN) subbimodule of Z, contained in 
e,Rwe,R. Therefore p2 < p,. 
(v) e,Se, E S, and hence is torsionfree over e,R. Clearly it has n 
generators normalizing e,R, and so p = rank eNSe, < n/N1 by 1.10. On the 
other hand, each S, # 0, and so p > IN]‘. i 
Our next result confirms the impression that S* is indicative of the 
“torsionfree part” of S. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. rank R, S* Re = tf rank RSR. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that any nonzero (R*, R*) subbimodule W 
of S* contains a nonzero torsionfree (R, R) subbimodule W’ of S, and vice 
versa. 
Suppose first we are given W. Then, for some i, j, 0 #A Wfi G S,. 
Therefore, for some s E S, we have 0 Z&S& Ef;: Wh. NOW Di =~Di is an 
ideal of each of the rings R, R* and Ri, and Di E .F(R,). Thus we may take 
W’ to be DisDj = Df,sfiD, G W, this being nonzero by 5.3. 
Conversely, given W’, then Di WrDj # 0 for some i, j, since 
C’, Di E.F(R). We take W = Di W’Dj and note that, since Die* = Di and 
e*Dj=Dj, then W=e*We*EY’;OCp*FR*). 1 
Before establishing results about linked prime ideals it is advantageous to 
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extend the concept of “linkage” to sets of primes of R and of S. We no 
longer insist that S be prime. 
DEFINITION 6.5. Let 9 = (P, ,..., P,.} and 9 = (I, ,..., Z,} be sets of 
mutually incomparable prime ideals of R and S, respectively, with 
19’/= r > 0 and 19 I= s > 0. We say that 9 and 9 are linked if for each 
Pi E 9 there exists Zj E 9, and for each Zj E 9 there exists Pi E 9, such 
that Pi and Zj are linked. If Zj E 9, we define 
Nj = (i/Pi E 5P with Pi linked to Zj} . 
The conditions that 5%’ and 9 be linked state that lJg=, Nj = { l,..., r) and, 
for each j, Nj # 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Assume that 9 = {P, ,..., P,} and 27 = {Z, ,..., Z,} are 
linked. Then Cs=, INj12 < nr. 
Proof. It is easy to reduce the proof to the case when Z, n . . . n I, = 0; 
we assume that to be so. Each ring Sj = S/Zj can be regarded as a prime 
normalizing extension of R”’ = R/R n Zj, and (Pi/Zj n R Ii E Nj) is a set of 
minimal primes of R (j) having lNjl members. By 6.2 and 6.3, there is in 
Q(Sj) an idempotent e,,., and a ring Sj ,v. which is a prime torsionfree 
normalizing extension of the prime ring i,$. To ease notation, we denote 
these simply by e., S, and R, respectively. 
Let T = c;= i “Q(Sj). There are inclusion maps 
RV=+Sj=+T, 
I 
and, as elements of T, the idempotents e,,..., e, are orthogonal, each 
centralizes R, and ann,(ej) = n {PiI i E Nj}. Setting e = Cs ej, the map 
R + eR given by x +P ex is a ring homomorphism whose kernel is 
n (Pi)iENj,j= l,..., s], i.e., P,n... n P,. It follows that .F(eR) consists 
of ideals of the form eJ, where J a R, JI> 0; Pi and J& Pi for each i. 
We now consider eSe. This is a normalizing (eR, eR) bimodule with n 
generators (ea,el y = I,..., n). We show next that eSe is right torsionfree. For, 
suppose exe eJ= 0 with x E S and eJ E.F(eR). Multiplying left and right 
by ej we get, in Q(Sj), that ejxejejJ,“’ = 0, where #j’ = (J+ R nZj)/R nZj. 
Here J(j) 4 R(j) and e.J”’ (1 e.R”’ -R 
{ejPiJ)li E Nj} and i/j) ii coGai$d 
The minimal primes of R,, are 
in none of these; hence 
ejJtn E F(RNj). But S,,, and thus ejSej, are torsionfree (ejR(“, ejR(“) 
bimodules, by 6.3, so ejxej = 0 for each j. Also, if j# k, then 
ejxe, E Q(S,)n Q(S,) = 0. Therefore exe = 0, and so eSe is right 
torsionfree. A similar argument shows that eSe is left torsionfree. 
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Finally, set 
Bi = fj Ii. 
i=l 
i#j 
Since the Ii were assumed mutually incomparable, Bj# 0. Now 
eSe? e(Ci Bj) e = Ci @ejBjej and, by 6.3(iv), rank ejBje,i> /Nil’ as an 
(ejR, ejR) bimodule, and thus also as an (eR, eR) bimodule. Therefore 
C 1 NjJz < rank eSe < n(rank eR) = nr, where the latter inequality comes from 
1.10. I 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Assume that 3 = {P ,,..., P,) and .Y = {II ,..., I,} are 
linked and that nj,, Nj # 0. Then r < n. 
Proof. As in the proof of 6.6, we may suppose that 0: Zj= 0. We 
continue with the notation of that proof. Renumbering if necessary we 
suppose that 1 E n Nj; that is, P, is linked to every Zj. We know that the 
minimal primes of eR are eP, ,..., eP,. For 1 < i < r, set 
ci= fi P,. 
h=l 
h#i 
Then eC, is the complement in eR of eP,. 
If we verify that eC,eSeeC, # 0 for each i, then by 1.7, r = rank eR < n, 
as claimed. So, suppose eC,eSeeC, = 0. By assumption, both 1 and i belong 
to Nj for some j, and then P, and Pi are both minimal over Zj n R. Now ej is 
a sum CheNjfjh of minimal idempotents in Q(S,). If g, h E Nj then 
multiplying on the left by fihej and on the right by ejfjg we have 
0 = ejC,(&,S&) ejCi. Therefore ejC,SNjejCi = 0. But, by 6.3, S, is prime, 
and so ejC, =O or ejCi=O. However, ann,ej= n {P,jh ENj), and so 
ejC, # 0 and ejCi # 0. This contradiction completes the proof. 1 
We next apply these results to some special collections of prime ideals of 
R and of S, and thereby demonstrate some symmetry between these 
collections. 
DEFINITION 6.8. Let P be a prime ideal of R and I a prime ideal of S. 
We define link (P) to be the set of prime ideals of S linked to P, and link (Z) 
to be the set of prime ideals of R linked to I. Similarly, if * represents either 
P or Z, we define link*(*) = lJ link (Q), the union being over all Q E link (*). 
Finally we call a set 9 of prime ideals in a ring incomparable if its members 
are mutually incomparable. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let S be a (not necessarily prime) normalizing extension 
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of R, and let P and let P and I be prime ideals of R and S, respectively. If * 
is replaced by either P or I then: 
(i) link(*) is an incomparable set and 1 link( < n, 
(ii) 1 link*(*)) < n*, and 
(iii) any chain in link*(+) has length at most n. 
Furthermore: 
(iv)(a) Zf 3’ is an incomparable subset of link’(P) then 13’1 < n. In 
particular, link*(P) has at most n minimal (or maximal) members. 
(b) If 3” is an incomparable subset of link*(Z) then 
lT’l< 1 +IlinkIl(n-/link(Z) 1 +n*/4. 
Proof: (i) First replace * by P. By 5.10, link (P) is an incomparable set. 
If we let 9 = {P} and Y be any finite subset of link (P) with 19 I= s, then 
6.6 is applicable. In this case r = INil = 1 for eachj, and so s = Ci 1 < n. 
Next replace * by I. By definition, link (I) is an incomparable set; and 
that I link(l)1 < n follows from 2.12. 
(ii) Each version of (ii) follows immediately from (i) and the 
definitions. 
(iii) The same reasoning will apply in both cases. Suppose, to the 
contrary, we have a chain of length n + 1, say, Q,$ Q2$ . . . $ Q,, i, in 
link*(*). By definition, each Qj is linked to a member of link(*), say, to Mi. 
However, by (i), 1 link( < n, so Mi = Mj for some i #j. But then both Qi 
and Qj are linked to Mi, which contradicts the fact (i) that link (Mi) is an 
incomparable set. 
(iv)(a) If P’ E link*(P), then P’ E link(J) for some JE link(P). So (P, 
P’) E link(J) and, by (i), P and P’ are incomparable, unless P = P’. 
Therefore 3 U {P) is also an incomparable set of primes. Then 
9 = 3’U (P) and 9 = link(P) are linked sets, and 6.7 applies. Therefore 
I9I=IJU{P)I<n. 
(b) Let 9 = 3’ U {I) = (1, ,..., I,} with I= I,, and let 9 = link(Z). 
By reasoning similar to that above, 9 is an incomparable set. Also, in the 
notation of 6.5, 191 = IN,/ = r, say, and I Njl > 1 for 2 <j < s. Therefore, 
from 6.6, 
whence 
r*+(s- I)< 2 lNj12<nr 
j=l 
19’) = s < 1 + nr - r* = 1 + Ilink(l)l(n - [link(l)\). 
It is elementary that 1 + nr - r* ,< 1 + n*/4. a 
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COROLLARY 6.10. Let S be a normalizing extension of R. 
(i) If I is a prime ideal of S such that rank (R/In R) = n, then 
link*(I) = (I}. 
(ii) Suppose that 5P and y are incomparable sets of prime ideals of R 
and S, respectively, such that each member of 5P is linked with each member 
of 9. Then ]5%]]9] <n. 
Proof. (i) If I’ E link*(I) then f’ = (I,I’} is an incomparable set. But 
/link I] = n, so by 6.9 (iv)(b), ]>‘I < 1. Hence I’ = I. 
(ii) Both 6.6 and 6.7 apply, and ]Nj] = ]5%‘] for each j. Therefore 
]y]]2]2 = C I/++?]* < nl.9 and the result follows. I 
D. S. Passman has informed us, by letter, of results related to 6.9(iv)(a) 
and 6.10 [13]. 
The reader will have noticed that 6.9(iv) does not exhibit the same 
symmetry as the earlier parts. We know of no example to preclude 
symmetry, and so leave it as an open question. 
We conclude with some illustrative examples of linked sets of prime ideals. 
EXAMPLE 6.11. As in Example 2.13, let A = F[x,, x2 ,... ] with F a field, 
and f?: A + A be defined by x, t-+ 0 and xi+i I+ Xi. Further, let cz be the 
automorphism of A defined by 
the other indeterminates remaining fixed. Let S = M,(A), the ring of 3 x 3 
matrices, and let R be the subring consisting of all matrices of the form 
a 0 0 
p(a)= r 0 a(a) 0 0 W) I 
with a EA. 
As in Example 2.13, S is a normalizing extension of R; the usual matrix 
units serve as generators. Also, the map a wp(a) is evidently an 
isomorphism from A onto R. We shall use p to relate certain prime ideals of 
R, S and A. 
Consider a prime ideal Y of A generated by some of the indeterminates, 
say, by xi,, xi2,--, xi,* We will denote Y by (i,, i, ,..., i,}, the ideal p(Y) in R 
by G i ,..., i,>” and the ideal M,(Y) of S by (il ,..., i,)” or by Y”. Then p(Y) 
and Y” are prime ideals of R and of S, respectively. 
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We show first how to calculate link (I) for the prime ideal Z = (i, ,..., i,)” 
of S. Clearly, 
0 * ,***, i ,,ynR = (i ,,..., i,>p n (a-‘(i, ,..., i,)>” n (e-l+ ,,..., i,)y. 
This is an intersection of prime ideals of R, and after deleting redundant 
terms, we have Z n R expressed as the intersection of the members of 
link (I). For example, if Z= (1)” then ZnR = (1)“n (3)“n (1, 2)p = 
(l)“n(3)O, and so link ((1)“)={(1)p,(3)P}. 
For a prime ideal P = (i, ,..., i,>” of R, it is easy to compute link (P), since 
link (P) comprises those ideals Z amongst (i, ,..., i,)“, (a(i,,..., i,))” and 
W 1 ,..., i,))” which have P E link (I). 
For example, if P = (4)p, the only possible candidates for Z are (4)“, 
((r(4))” = (4)” and (8(4))” = (3)“. Now 
and 
link ((4)“) = {(4)‘, (4 5)‘}, 
link ((3)“) = ((3)“, (2)O, (1,4)O}. 
Hence link ((4)“) = ((4)“). 
Repetition of these two processes enables us to compute link*(*), etc. As a 
specific example, we tabulate the information which will enable us to find 
link’((2, 3)“). 
With the information in Table I, we can make the following observations: 
(a) link’ (Zr) is the set {I,, J,, J,, K,, K2}. Note that J, $ J, and 
K,$ K,, so proper chains can occur in link* (I). 
(b) Note that although I, ~5 J,, each member of link (I,) is contained 
in some member of link (J2). On the other hand, link (I,) and link (J1) have 
(2, 3)O in common, and the other members of these two sets pair off as 
comparable pairs, with the inclusions going in opposite directions. 
(c) The “going down” property fails here, even though R is a 
TABLE I 
I 
(2,3)” = I, (2,3Y, (1,2)“, (L3, 4jp 
(1,2)“=K, (1,2)“, (1,3)P 
(1,3,4)“=J, (1, 3,4)P, (2, 3,4)P, (1,2,4, 5y 
(a(2, 3))” = (I, 3)” = J, (1, 3,)‘, (2, 3)‘, (1, 2,4)” 
(a( 1, 3,4))” = (I, 2,4)” = K, (1, 2,4)‘, (1, 3,4)“, (1, 2, 395)’ 
(O(l, 2))“= (I)” (lY3 (3)’ 
Members of link (I) 
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commutative integrally closed domain and S is prime. To see this, consider 
the prime ideals (4)O$ (1,3,4)O of R, and note that (1,3,4)p is linked to 
the prime ideal I, = (2,3)” of S. However, (4)O is not linked to a prime ideal 
of S contained in I, ; for (4)” is linked to the single prime ideal (4)” of S (as 
we saw earlier), and (4)” Q? I,. 
Finally, we note that the process of taking “repeated links” does not 
necessarily lead to a finite set of primes. 
EXAMPLE 6.12. Let A and B be as in the previous example, and let 
R = ((;I &,)luEA} and S=M,(A), as in Example2.13. For any 
nonnegative integer j, denote by Yj the ideal of A generated by 
(xi1 1 < i < j} U (x,,~}. Thus Y, = (x5) and Y, = (xl, xJ. If we set 7 to be 
the prime ideal M,(Y,.) of S, and YT the prime ideal of R consisting of all 
la0 OL, ] with a E Yj, then the methods of the previous example can be 
applied to show that link (Yt)= (Y;;}, link (YT+,)= (q’, I$‘+,} and 
link (q) = ( Y$‘, VT+, } for j > 0. Thus, starting with q, the prime ideals of 
R which appear under repetition of this process are precisely the primes Yy 
with j > 0. 
Note that, for each j, Yj$ Yj+5. If one envisages the spiral curve in 3- 
space defined by the parametric equations x = cos $, y = sin #, z = 4, for 
4 > 0, and if one imagines each Y; as being located at the point on the curve 
defined by ~j = 2nj/5, then one has a representation of the partially ordered 
set ( Y; ] j > 0)) where prime ideals P and P’, represented by points (x, y, z) 
and (x’, y’, z’), respectively, have P c P’ if and only if x=x’, y = y’ and 
z < z’. 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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